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ABSTRACT

Text-to-Prosody systems based on the use of prosodic databases
extracted from natural speech will be a key point for further
development of new Text-to-Speech systems.

This paper describes a system using such speech databases to
generate the rhythm and the intonation of texts written in
French. The system is based on a very crude chinks ’n chunks
prosodic phrasing algorithm and on an automatic prosodic
analysis of a natural speech database. The rhythm of the
synthetic speech is generated with a CART tree trained on a
large mono-speaker speech corpus. The acoustic aspect of the
intonation is derived from a set of prosodic patterns
automatically derived from the same speech corpus. At synthesis
time, patterns are chosen on the fly from the database so as to
minimize a total selection cost composed of pattern target costs
and pattern concatenation costs.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the major problems in text-to-speech synthesis
systems consists in the automatic generation of a natural
and intelligible prosody. Prosody is typically described in
terms of fundamental frequency contours (for voiced
portions of speech) and of duration of speech segments
(mainly phonemes or syllables).

Speech synthesizers driven with correct prosodic
information are currently able to produce very high
quality synthetic speech [1][2].

Various methods have been proposed for prosody
generation, mainly rule-based approaches [3][4] or
corpus-based approaches based on automatic learning
techniques like neural networks [5][6], linear regression
[7] or other statistical methods [8].

This communication presents a prosody generation system
based on the use of a fully automatically analyzed speech
corpus. Phonetic/syllabic segmentation and the f0 curve
are automatically extracted with the MBROLIGN system
[9] and grammatical tags are set by LIPSS [10]. The

prosody generation system first generates a symbolic
description of the prosody from the input text, and then
transcribes this abstract representation into acoustic
features (f0 and phoneme durations).

In the following section, the prosody generator is
described, starting with a description of the symbolic
representation and a presentation of  the algorithm used to
derive prosodic phrasing. Next, the conversion of the
symbolic description of prosody into its acoustic
counterpart is outlined.

Section 3 describes the data structure used in our text-to-
speech (TTS) system, which provides easy and efficient
means of sharing information between the different
modules of the TTS system.

In the last section, we give some conclusions and
perspectives on our work.

2. PROSODY GENERATION

Prosody generation is typically achieved in two main
steps:

• An abstract symbolic description of prosody is first
derived on the basis of its syntactic structure. The
amount of syntactic analysis varies considerably from
one system to another, but it is most often very
superficial (shallow parsing) or even crude.

• This symbol string is then converted into an acoustic
description of prosody (phoneme durations and f0

curve).

In our TTS system, the phonetic transcription and the
syntactic structure of the text are computed with the
morpho-syntactic phonetizer LIPSS (LInguistic
Processing for Speech Synthesis) [10]. The synthetic
prosody is given, with the sequence of phonemes, to the
MBROLA [2] speech synthesizer to allow a qualitative
evaluation of the prosody generated.
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Figure 1 : Text-to-speech synthesizer.

2.1. Symbolic Description of Prosody

The first task of the prosody generation system is to
compute the prosodic phrasing of the input text.

Grammatical tag Function
word (G)

Content word
(C)

Verb X

Infinitive X

Noun X

Adjective X

Determiner X

Adverb X

Pronoun (X) (X)

Preposition X

Coordinating Conj. X

Subordinating Conj. X

Other X

Table 1 : Function/content words classification.

In French, the formation of stress groups and intonation
groups requires fairly simple rules (See Mertens [12]
[13]) involving information of syntactic nature
(constituency, dependency) which is, however, very hard
to obtain automatically. For this reason, a simplified rule-
based system was used in this paper, based on a very
crude chinks ’n chunks algorithm [11] combining
function/content words (See Table 1) detection and
rhythmic constrains.

The intonation groups are determined with the simple
rule:

’If a function word follows a content word then the content
word is the end of an intonation group and receives a
final accent (FA).’

A particular tone is assigned to the last stressed syllable of
the sentence (sentence intonation): L-L- (final low) for
declarative sentences, H/H (high rise) for interrogative
sentences, and H+H+ (extra high) for exclamation (tags

coming from the tonal model of French intonation
described in [14]).

Following this first prosodic tagging, rhythmic constraints
are applied, mainly related to the number of consecutive
unaccented syllables in a hypothetical group, so as to add
some final accents (as for the final accent on the word
canard on Figure 2). Notice that, in French, two types of
stress need to be distinguished: final stress and initial
stress (also known as "accent d’insistance"). Only the first
type was taken into account in this study.

Figure 2 : Prosodic phrasing stage.

In Figure 2, the l and ll symbols are tones affected to a
non accented syllable in the tonal description of prosody
as defined Mertens [14].

Following word accentuation, syllables are examined for
accentuation, so as to assign a final accent on the last
syllable of each accented word (this is specific to French).
The other syllables receive a non accented tag (NA).

Figure 2 gives an example of prosodic phrasing for the
French utterance ’Le petit canard apprend à nager' ('The
little duck learns to swim').

2.2. From Symbolic to Acoustic Prosody

The speech synthesizer must receive an acoustic
description of prosody, in the form of a sequence of
phoneme durations and pitch targets. These values are
computed from the abstract description outlined in section
2.1. The conversion is made using machine learning
techniques trained on a large speech corpus.

The training corpus (1 speaker) is composed of 12 short
news bulletins (about 50 seconds per bulletin), 13 long
news bulletins (from 3 to 10 minutes per bulletin) and 40
short sentences (from 1 to 15 words). Its total duration is
about 70 minutes. The prosody transplantation tool
MBROLIGN [9] has been used to automatically obtain
the phonetic and syllabic segmentation and the f0 curve of
the speech signals.

Prosodic tagging has been obtained from the text by use
of the same chinks ’n chunks algorithm as the one
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described in section 2.1. An original aspect of this tagging
is its automatic assignment without any manual
correction. As a matter of fact, since the same chinks ’n
chunks algorithm is used as the one used in the text-to-
speech synthesis process, a relative coherence is
preserved during the analysis/synthesis process.

Rhythm Generation

Phonetic durations are derived from the available
symbolic data using a classification and regression tree
[15]. The following features, coming from different
linguistic levels, have been used to build the tree :

• At the phoneme level: the current phoneme, its
phonetic class and its position within the syllable
(onset, nucleus or coda), the phonetic class of the
following phoneme.

• At the syllabic level: syllable type (CV, CVC, …),
accent type (NA, FA, L-L-, …) and size (in
phonemes).

• At the rhythmic level : the number of syllables
between the last accented syllable and the current
syllable.

The CART tree has been trained with WAGON, a tool
available with the FESTIVAL Speech Synthesis system of
CSTR [16]. The training of the CART on 90 % of the
corpus and its testing on the other 10 % give a mean
duration prediction error of less than 20 ms.

F0 Curve Generation

The f0 curve generation method described in the following
paragraphs is inspired by the unit selection approach of
Hunt and Black [17] and Campbell [1], applied here to the
production of acoustic intonation contours.

For speech signal synthesis, the aforementioned authors
have proposed to concatenate waveforms of units selected
from large, single-speaker, labeled speech databases. The
use of large databases makes it possible to choose among
a large number of units with different prosodic and
spectral characteristics, so that the system is able to
synthesize more natural-sounding speech than classical
diphone concatenation algorithms.

To convert the symbolic representation of intonation into
an f0 curve represented by a set of pitch targets, an
intonation pattern dictionary is automatically derived from
the training corpus described in section 2.2. Each pattern
corresponds to the intonation group defined in section 2.1.
plus the preceding accented syllable (the last syllable of
the preceding group). Patterns overlap each other by one
accented syllable.

Each intonation pattern in the dictionary is composed  of a
key and of a set of pitch targets (targets are coded in
semitones (ST) relative to the average pitch on the whole
database) that correspond to the syllables supporting the
pattern.

The key is composed of  4 parts:

• the index of the pattern in the original sentence (in
number of patterns);

• the type of the previous final accent found (FA) in
the original sentence and the mean value of the pitch
targets in the syllable supporting this accent (in ST);

• the number of unaccented syllables (NA) in the
pattern;

• the type of the final accent of the pattern (FA) in the
original sentence and the mean value of the pitch
targets in the syllable supporting this accent (in ST).

For example, for the second intonation pattern in a
sentence with 3 unaccented syllables the key will look
like: 2 FA1NA1NA2NA3FA2 2.5ST 4.0ST where FA1 and
FA2 are in [HH,H/H,L-L-,H+H+,N] and NA1, NA2 and
NA3 correspond in this first implementation to a low
unaccented tone (NAs will later be allowed to bear initial
stress). Patterns at the beginning of sentences are marked
with a special value of FA1, denoted as N.

During the training stage, a dictionary of 1838 patterns
has been derived from the labeled speech corpus and 5
pitch targets have been assigned to each syllable of each
pattern. Figure 4 shows a histogram of the size of the
patterns in the dictionary.

Figure 3 : Histogram of the size of patterns in the dictionary.

Like in segmental unit selection, two cost functions are
used to determine which patterns of the dictionary must
be used during the prosody generation process: a target
cost (TC) and a concatenation cost (CC) (See Figure 4).
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Figure 4 : Suprasegmental unit selection and concatenation
cost.

At run time, the intonation curve is computed by
searching the dictionary for the pattern that is closest to
the one that is required for each intonation group. The
look-up strategy is based on a comparison forcing the first
and the last accents of the pattern to be equal to those in
the target and trying to minimize the target cost.

This cost is a weighted function of the difference between
the number of syllables in the target pattern and the
number of syllables in the patterns available in the
dictionary and of the difference between the positions of
the patterns in their respective sentences.

This look-up procedure ensures that at least one pattern
will be found in the dictionary for each target pattern. In
practice, more than one pattern is often found.

Following our definition of the intonation patterns, two
successive patterns overlap respectively on their first and
last syllable. Some pattern concatenation is therefore
needed, like in concatenative speech synthesis, to obtain
the overall f0 curve. This is where the multiple candidate
patterns found in the dictionary for each target pattern are
put to profit.

A dynamic programming algorithm is used to select,
among the candidate patterns for each target pattern, those
that are supposed to lead to the most natural f0 curve after
concatenation.

 Figure 5 : Example of Multi Layer Container for a sentence.

The criterion used to evaluate the naturalness of the
concatenation of two patterns is currently only based on
the mean value of the pitch targets on the last and first
tones of two successive patterns and tries to minimize
their difference. This criterion will be refined in the future
in order to consider not only average pitch values but also
pitch dynamics and pitch curve concavity.

After the optimal sequence of patterns has been found, the
overall f0 curve is built by applying the pitch targets
underlying the sequence of patterns to the syllables
supporting each pattern. At concatenation points, pitch
targets are smoothed to allow a good matching between
patterns.

3. MULTI LAYER CONTAINER (MLC)

In text-to-speech systems, it is convenient to organize data
into levels (the orthographic, the phonetic, the syllabic,
the acoustic levels are good examples).

The prosodic module described in this paper has been
implemented using a data structure that recalls the MLDS
(Multi Level Data Structure) described in [18] or the
streams of Festival [16]. This data structure, called Multi
Layer Container (MLC) has been specially designed for
TTS applications.

It is an extension of the C++ Standard Template Library
specialized in maintaining several layers of information,
with links between elements of any layer. Such a structure
is represented on Figure 5 for the French sentence ’Le
canard apprend à nager' ('The duck learns to swim').

Combined with the Plug ’n Play Programming defined by
Dutoit and Schroeter [19], MLC offers a very efficient
way of programming text-to-speech software applications.
Its C++ code will soon be made publicly available.

Sentences

Words

Syllables

Phonemes

F0

Le canard apprend à nager.

Le;DET;NA nager;INF;AFà;PRE;NAapprend;VER;NAcanard;NOUN;AF .;END

l@;CV;NA ka;CV;NA naR;CVC;AF a;V;NA pRa~;CV;NA na;CV;NAta;CV;NA Ze;CV;L-L- _;P1

l;53 @;66 R;64p;67a;68R;87a;126n;108a;68k;70 a~;106 n;72t;61 a;72 a;68 Z;106 e;132 _;900

112;107;102; …105;105; … 112;112; … 98;98;… 100;100; … 112;112; … 105;100;…99;94; ...

Prosodic Dictionary

Current PatternPrevious Pattern
CC

TC



4. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Preliminary tests were run using isolated sentences as
well as paragraphs extracted from newspapers. The results
can be evaluated using the audio samples accompanying
this book [R15_01.wav] (’Le petit canard apprend à
nager', the little duck learns to swim) or [R15_02.wav],  a
longer paragraph extracted from a French newspaper.
Other examples are available at the following address
http://tcts.fpms.ac.be/synthesis/prosody. The pitch
curve corresponding to the second audio file of the CD
ROM [R15_02.wav] is given on Figure 6.

One of the distinctive features of the prosody generated
by this system is its relatively natural variability, which is
not encountered with most rule-based prosody generators.

The main advantages of the approach described in this
paper are :

• It can be easily adapted to other languages. The only
part that must be modified for synthesizing another
language is the chinks ’n chunks phrasing algorithm;
all the other components of the prosody generation
system only need to be trained on the appropriated
speech corpora. MBROLIGN itself is already
available for more than 10 languages. We are
currently working on a English prosody generator
using the same technique where the notion of pattern
must be extended to accept accented syllable inside
patterns (as opposed to restraining accents to the last
syllable of intonation group as in French).

• The system can also be quickly adapted to a given
speaker (new training corpus) or to a special
intonation style. The same technique has been applied
to produce emotional prosody automatically obtained
from emotional speech databases.

The database labeling process (MBROLIGN) uses a text-
to-speech alignment algorithm based on the same speech
synthesizer as the one used for text-to-speech. As a result,
we are sure that all the prosodic patterns extracted of the
database can optimally be reproduced by the speech
synthesizer.

The following directions are currently being explored to
improve the quality of the synthesized prosody:

• Replacing the very crude chinks ’n chunks algorithm
with a more adequate prosodic phrasing model like
the one described by P. Mertens [20] for French.

• Using more contextual information at the tone level
(bi-tones or tri-tones) in the similarity criterion used
during the dynamic programming process for the
evaluation of the concatenation quality.

• Train the target cost function in a way similar to
Black and Hunt [17] , i.e., by optimizing the copy
synthesis of intonation curves taken from the training
database.

Figure 6 : Generated f0 curve of a French text (R15_02.wav).

Le front commun syndical menace de mener,      prochainement, des actions dans les magasins ALDI si les conditions de travail ne changent pas.

        Selon les syndicats,                les travailleurs sont confrontés à une augmentation de la charge de travail en raison du manque de personnel.

Ils ont demandé à la direction d'engager des discussions, et ont proposé deux dates   de réunion:                     les 2 et 12 février.
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